Mechanics on Preenlistment and Ranking


Maximum Number of Classes that can be Desired
Students can add up to 20 classes to the list of their desired classes.



Not Automatically Granted
Classes that you select in this module are not automatically granted to you. You will need to
wait for the batch processing (or more commonly known as the batch run) to see if you get a
slot in these classes.



Random Assignment
Class slots are assigned / granted randomly. As such, if there are 25 slots to a class and the
demand for that class is 100, a student's chance to get into that class is 25/100 or 1 in 4.



Priority
The only way for a student to get a better chance of securing a slot in a class is to be given
preenlistment priority. Priority is given to freshmen, graduating students (i.e., those in their
final semester), and registration assistants.
Your preenlistment priority status is displayed on the first screen when you log in. If your
priority is "REGULAR" and you think you should have a higher priority, please go to your college
to have it updated.



Ranking
The ranking feature allows you to specify which class you prefer more, mainly for resolving
conflicts and excess units. This does not mean, however, that you would get a better chance of
getting a slot in a class that you ranked highly than those who ranked the same class lower.



Conflicts
There are two types of class conflict: overlapping schedules and same subjects. Since this
preenlistment module allows you to include as many as 20 classes in your list of desired classes,
there will be instances during the batch run when you get chosen for slots in conflicting classes.
When this happens, the system will check the class ranking you specified and automatically
cancel your slot in the lower-ranked class so as to keep your slot in the conflicting higher ranked
class.



Maximum Number of Units that can be Granted
During regular terms, the batch run grants up to 21 units for Undergraduate students, and up to
12 units for Graduate students. For the Midyear term, the batch run grants up to 8 units for
Undergraduate students, and up to 6 units for Graduate students.



Maximum Number of PE Classes that can be Granted
The batch run can grant up to 2 PE classes to Graduating students, and 1 PE class to all other
students.

